This paper is concerned with a periodic nonlinear competition model governed by impulsive differential equation with infinitely distributed delays and feedback controls. By means of coincidence degree theory and Lyapunov functional, a set of sufficient criteria are obtained to guarantee the existence and globally asymptotic stability of a unique positive periodic solution of the model. Furthermore, applying our main results to some important competition models which have been well studied in the literature, we establish some new criteria to supplement and generalize some well-known results.
Introduction
Lotka [] and Volterra [] proposed the following famous two-species model:
It is a classical Lotka-Volterra competition model when b  > , a  > . Here, x  (t), x  (t) denote the population density of two competing species. r  , r  represent the intrinsic growth rate of the two competing species; a  , b  are the rate of intra-specific competition, b  , a  are the rate of inter-specific competition, respectively. The well-known model (.) and a lot of its generalized forms have been investigated widely (see [-] and the references cited therein).
In , Chattopadhyay [] introduced the effect of toxic substances into the competition model, where x i (t) are the population density of competing species X i at time t, r i represent the intrinsic exponential growth rate of competing species X i , K i denote the environment carrying capacity of competing species X i in the absence of competition, θ i provide a nonlinear measure of intra-specific interference, and a ij (i = j) measure the strength of inter-specific competition. For more excellent work on the system (.), see [-] .
In some real life situations, one wishes to change the position of the existing periodic solution (or almost periodic solution) but to keep its stability. So, it is important to control the ecological balance of the system. One of the approaches for the realization of it is to introduce some feedback control variables so as to get a population stability at another periodic solution (or another almost periodic solution). For example, the implementation of the feedback control mechanism can be introduced by some biological control scheme or by the harvesting procedure. Recently, the feedback control method of the ecological system has been widely applied to control the ecological balance in theory and in practice; see [, , , , , , , ]. In [], Chen proposed a periodic n-species Lotka-Volterra competition system with infinite delays and feedback controls,
here u i (t) denote the control variables. They obtained sufficient conditions for the global asymptotic stability of the system (.).
As we know, impulsive differential equations are more appropriate for characterizing ecological evolutionary process (for example, seasonal births of some wild animals). Many excellent results can be found in [, , -] and the references therein. In [], Wang et al. studied the following generalized n-species Gilpin-Ayala impulsive competition system:ẋ i (t) = x i (t) r i (t) - 
In the real world, time delay is common, because the process of a reproduction of the species is not instantaneous or the entire history of the species affects the present birth rate. So, time delay is introduced into the population models, which is a more realistic method to understand the population dynamics. For the effect of these kinds of delays on the asymptotic behavior of populations, we can refer to [, -, -, -].
Motivated by the above excellent work, in this paper, we investigated the following impulsive nonlinear competition model with infinitely distributed delays and feedback controls:
where x i (t) are the density of the competing species X i , u i (t) denote the control variables. The terms b ij (t)x
j (θ ) dθ describe the negative feedback crowding and the effect of all the past life history of the species on its present birth rate, respectively. p ik x i (t k ) represent the population x i (t) at t k annual birth pulse. x i (t In this paper, for the system (.) we always assume that:
are all nonnegative and continuous ω-periodic functions for all t ∈ R + ; α ij , β ij , γ ij are all positive constants; 
Without loss of generality, we always assume that t k =  and
For the sake of convenience, we shall use some notations:
where f (t) is a continuous ω-periodic function, and
The system (.) describes the multi species population dynamics. The existence and global asymptotic stability of positive periodic solutions of the ecological system are basic and important questions in the theory of mathematical ecology. Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is to obtain a set of sufficient conditions which guarantee the existence and globally asymptotic stability of a unique positive periodic solution of the system (.). To do this, the approach in this paper is based on coincidence degree theory and constructing a proper Lyapunov functional. Our results generalize and supplement those given by Chen The paper is organized as follows: In Section , with the help of Gaines and Mawhin's continuation theorem, some sufficient conditions are established, which guarantee the existence of positive periodic solutions of the system (.). In Section , by constructing a proper Lyapunov functional, some sufficient conditions are derived for the existence of a unique globally stable periodic solution of the system (.). In Section , some examples are given to show the feasibility and the effectiveness of the obtained results.
Existence of positive periodic solutions
With respect to some basic concepts of coincidence degree theory, one can refer to Gaines and Mawhin [] , and so, here we shall not restate these concepts, only we give some lemmas Gaines and Mawhin [] , which would be necessary for this section. 
Then the system (.) has at least one positive ω-periodic solution, say
T , and there exist positive constants
Proof Let
On substituting the above equality into (.), we have
here · is any norm in R n , and
where · is any given norm of R nq , U ∈ X, v ∈ R nq . Then X and Z are both Banach spaces. Define
where
It is easy to show that P, Q are continuous projectors such that
Namely,
Since U(t) ∈ Ker P, we have ω  U(s) ds = . By the above equation, we have
Obviously, QN and K P (I -Q)N are continuous. It follows from the Ascoli-Arzela theo-
Integrating on both sides of (.) over the interval [, ω], we obtain
which implies that
By (.) and (.), we have
So, according to (.) and (.), we obtain
that is,
On the other hand, from (.), (.), and (.), we have
This together with (.), leads to
It follows from (.) that
which, together with (.), leads to
), and (.), it follows that
H  is taken sufficiently large. Now we check the conditions of Lemma .. From (.), (.), (.), and (.), it is easily derive that, for each λ ∈ (, ), U ∈ ∂D ∩ Dom L, LU = λNU. This satisfies condition (i) of Lemma ..
Next let us consider the algebraic equations
. Similar to the argument of (.), (.), (.), and (.), we can
Now we have to prove that D satisfy all the conditions of Lemma .. Therefore, we know that the system (.) has at least one ω-periodic solution (y *
T is a positive ω-periodic solution of the system (.). The proof of Theorem . is completed.
Theorem . In addition to (H  )-(H  ), assume further that:
(H  ) the system of algebraic equations
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
Then the system (.) has at least one positive ω-periodic solution (x *  , . . . ,
Proof The proof is the same as that of Theorem . with only slight changes, that is, (.) in the proof of Theorem . can be replaced by one of the following inequalities, respectively:
so, the details of the following proof are omitted here.
Remark . After the above proof of Theorem . and Theorem ., we note that the criteria for the existence of positive periodic solutions of the system (.) are independent of the delays. Furthermore, it is not necessary for τ ij (t) to remain nonnegative. Namely, the results of Theorem . and Theorem . are still valid for both advanced type systems and mixed type systems.
Global asymptotic stability
The aim of this section is to establish a set of sufficient conditions on the global asymptotic stability of a unique positive periodic solution of the system (.). We say a positive periodic solution (x *
T of the system (.) is globally asymptotically stable if it attracts any other positive solution of the system (.). In addition, if the positive periodic solution (x *
T is globally asymptotically stable, then it is unique. The following lemma, borrowed from [], would be basic to establish the main results.
Lemma . Let h be a real number and f be a nonnegative function defined on [h; +∞) such that f is integrable on [h; +∞) and is uniformly continuous on
From Theorem . (or Theorem .) we know that the system (.) has at least one positive periodic solution (x *
T and there exist positive
. . , n. So, we take a positive constant λ which satisfies  < λ ≤ min{χ i }. Let
then the system (.) can be written as
T is the periodic solution of the system (.). And if the periodic solution of the system (.) is globally asymptotically stable, then the periodic solution of the system (.) is also globally asymptotically stable.
Theorem . In addition to the conditions in Theorem . (or in Theorem .), assume further that:
Then the system (.) has a unique globally asymptotically stable positive periodic solu-
T .
Proof For any positive solution (z  (t), z  (t), . . . , z n (t), u  (t), u  (t), . . . , u n (t)) T and positive
T of the system (.). Now we construct a Lyapunov functional,
Calculating the upper right derivative of V (t) along the solution of (.), it follows that, for t = t k ,
Substituting the above results into (.), and by easily computing, for t = t k , we have
so, for t = t k , we get
By the assumption (H  ), there exist enough small positive constants κ such that
Therefore,
On the other hand, for
Integrating both sides of (.) on interval [, t],
By Theorem ., (.), and (.), it is easy to derive that z i (t), u i (t), i = , , . . . , n are uniformly bounded on [, +∞). This together with (.) leads toż i (t),ż * i (t),u i (t),u * i (t), i = , , . . . , n, being also uniformly bounded on [, +∞). Thus, we know that
This completes the proof of Theorem ..
Corollary . In addition to the conditions in Theorem . (or in Theorem .), assume further that:
Applications
In order to show the feasibility and the effectiveness of the results obtained, we will give some important competition models which have been well studied in the literature, and apply our main results to those examples, and we establish some new criteria to supplement and generalize some well-known results.
Example . Consider the following impulsive competition system with delays and feedback controls:
where r i (t), a ij (t), b ij (t), c ij (t), α i (t), β i (t), η i (t) are all nonnegative and continuous ω-periodic functions; τ ij (t) is continuously differentiable such that τ ij (t + ω) = τ ij (t) ≥ , and  -τ ij (t) > . There exists a positive integer q such that
It is clear that the system (.) is a special case of the system (.), and by Theorem . and Theorem ., we have the following results.
Then the system (.) has at least one positive ω-periodic solutions. Moreover, if there exist constants
Then the system (.) has a unique globally asymptotically stable positive periodic solu-
T . Example . Consider the following n-species Lotka-Volterra competition system of integro differential equations:
Remark
where r i (t), a ij (t), b ij (t), i = , , . . . , n, are all nonnegative and continuous ω-periodic functions; K ij are integrable, ω-periodic and normalized functions such that
According to Theorem . and Theorem ., we have the following results. 
Then the system (.) has a unique globally asymptotically stable positive periodic solution (x *  (t), x *  (t), . . . , x * n (t))
T . In particular, when b ii (t) = , the system (.) reduced to the following system:
Gopalsamy [] also studied the existence of globally stable periodic solution of the above model and proved the following results.
(a) The delay kernels K ij (it = j) are piecewise (locally) continuous such that the series Example . Consider the n-species non-autonomous Lotka-Volterra competition system with infinite delays and feedback controls
where r i (t), a i (t), b i (t), a ij (t), c i (t), d i (t), i = , , . . . , n, are all nonnegative and continuous ω-periodic functions; K ij , H i , R i are integrable, ω-periodic, and normalized such that 
Then the system (.) has a unique globally asymptotically stable positive periodic solu-
T . where r i (t), a ii (t), a ij (t) are all nonnegative and continuous ω-periodic functions; τ ij (t) is continuously differentiable such that τ ij (t + ω) = τ ij (t) ≥ , and  -τ ij (t) > . There exists a positive integer q such that t k+q = t k + ω, b i(k+q) = b ik ≥ . 

Concluding remarks
In this paper, we study an impulsive nonlinear periodic competition model with delays and feedback controls. In mathematical ecology, the system (.) describes a system of the dynamics of an n-species model in which each individual competes with all the others of the model for a common resource, and the intra-species competition involves deviating arguments τ ij (t) such that  ≤ τ ij (t) ≤ τ where τ is a constant and time delays extend over the entire past as denoted by K ij , H i , R i in (.). By means of coincidence degree theory, a set of sufficient conditions for the global existence of positive periodic solution of the system (.) are established, and constructing the suitable Lyapunov functional, some easily verifiable weaker sufficient conditions for the global asymptotic stability of positive periodic solution of the system (.) are obtained. Our results supplement and generalize some well-known results which have been well studied in the literature.
